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Abstract

A method for detecting microcalcifications in digital mammograms is proposed. After recognizing basic features of

microcalcifications we introduced several modifications in multifractal analysis, obtaining an efficient method adapted to

enhance only small light parts not belonging to surrounding tissue, possibly microcalcifications. Started with a

mammogram image, a method creates corresponding multifractal image from which a radiologist has the freedom to

change the level of segmentation in an interactive manner and to find suspicious regions, which may contain

microcalcifications. Additional postprocessing, based on mathematical morphology, refines the procedure by selecting and

outlining regions that contain clusters with microcalcifications. The proposed method was tested through referent

mammograms fromMiniMIAS database, which is available at public domain. The proposed method successfully extracted

microcalcifications in all (clinically approved) cases belonging to this database.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Breast cancer is a leading cause of mortality in women population in developed countries [1]. Clinical
studies have been demonstrated that survival is greatly improved if the breast anomalies are detected at early
stages [2]. One of the significant signs of possible cancerous changes is an existence of small mineral deposits in
the breast tissue, usually referred as microcalcifications [3]. Currently, a noninvasive method, known as
mammography, is the most effective means for detecting possible breast anomalies, including microcalcifica-
tions. Conventional mammography comprises a film-screen X-ray imaging under specific conditions [3,4].
After screening, X-ray films are analyzed by physicians. However, the microcalcifications, having the small
size (typically up to a few of millimeters) and low contrast, are very difficult for detection. Thus, diagnosis may
be doubtful even for skilled radiologists [3]. Certainly, by digitizing radiology films and applying digital image
processing algorithms, significant improvements of image analysis are possible. Moreover, the newest
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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technique, known as digital mammography, allows direct digitalization: by replacing the X-ray film cassette
with appropriate solid-state device, the radiology image is converted directly to digital image. This filmless
technology drastically improves the overall screening procedure enabling even lower radiation doses at the
same (or better) image quality. However, the detection of microcalcifications still remains a hard job.
Conventional contrast enhancement algorithms [5] are not quite appropriate methods since they are globally
oriented—they affect all image changes not only small light details like microcalcifications. Recently, the use
of mathematical morphology is suggested for deriving an efficient method for local contrast enhancement,
being applicable for extracting only small light details without affecting other image details [6].

In this paper, a method for detecting small-sized light details in mammograms, based on multifractal (MF)
approach, is proposed. The main premise in our investigation was related to the fact that human tissue is
characterized by high degree of self-similarity [7]. A broad class of irregularly shaped self-similar objects may
be evaluated, described and classified from the fractal point of view [7–9]. Moreover, the anomalies, if any, are
then considered as structural ‘‘defects’’, i.e., as deviations from global regularity of the background. In a MF
approach, conversely from the classical image analysis [5], edges are not considered as points where sharp
variations of the signal still exist after smoothing, but rather as points whose regularity differs from a
background. More general, this approach is capable to describe image features both from local and global
points of view. For instance, MF analysis permits the sharp distinction between edge points and isolated
points. Although both types of points differ from background, edge points are locally connected while isolated
ones are not [10]. Reader may find more examples in [11–14].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 basic principles of multifractal image analysis is briefly
described and more attention is devoted to a calculation of MF quantities: the Hölder exponent, a, and the
multifractal spectrum, f(a) [8–10]. In Section 3, after analyzing the main characteristics of microcalcifications,
we suggest several modifications in calculation of multifractal parameters, leading to the MF method adapted
to extraction of isolated light objects in digital mammograms (possible microcalcifications). The efficiency of
proposed method is tested through referent mammograms from Mammographic Image Analysis Society
(MiniMIAS) database [15] and obtained results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 consists of concluding
remarks.

2. Multifractal image analysis

2.1. Multifractal analysis basics

Many natural objects and phenomena exhibit self-similar or fractal property: a structure is assumed
as made of parts similar to the whole, exactly or statistically. The parameter characterizing such feature
is called the fractal dimension, Df, a noninteger number, in general, describing how the irregular structure
of objects and/or phenomena is replicated in iterative way from small to large scales [7]. The most
popular way for calculating the fractal dimension is a box-counting method. The observed structure S

is covered by a grid of boxes of size e and one can count the number of nonempty boxes, N(e). The
limiting value of N(e), when e tends to zero, follows the power law, NðeÞ�e�Df , i.e., the fractal dimension is
estimated as

Df ¼ � lim
e!0

lnðNðeÞÞ
lnðeÞ

. (1)

Fractal structures may be artificially generated by applying an exact rule. Such structures are known as
deterministic (or, mathematical) fractals and they are characterized by the same fractal dimension in all scales:
a structure is composed of objects whose smaller scales replicate exactly their larger ones, up to infinity.
Consequently, these structures are referred as exact self-similar, or monofractals. There are a lot of such
structures, for instance, Cantor sets, Koch’s curves, Sierpinski gasket and carpet, etc. [7,8]. Instead, a variety
of natural objects, structures, and phenomena, may also exhibit self-similarity but in a statistical way, since the
reproduced detail is not an exact copy of the previous. These structures are known as random fractals.
Furthermore, natural fractals are not self-similar over all scales. There are both upper and lower size limits,
beyond which a structure is no longer fractal. Structures characterized by fractal dimension which varies with
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the observed scale are known as multifractals, and for describing them more sophisticated mathematical
quantities are necessary [8–10].

The quantitative description of multifractal property can be derived in several ways. Usually, the procedure
starts with finding the noninteger exponent a, known as the Hölder exponent, describing the pointwise
singularity of the object, and then deriving the distribution of this quantity, known as the multifractal

spectrum, f(a), as will be briefly described.
Let the structure S be divided into nonoverlapping boxes Si of size e such that S ¼ [iSi. Each box Si is

characterized by some amount of measure, m(Si), and boxes may be assumed as measure domains. An
equivalent parameter suggested to the MF analysis is defined by

ai ¼
lnðmðSiÞÞ

lnðeÞ
, (2)

which is denoted as the coarse Hölder exponent of the subset Si. If e tends to zero the coarse Hölder exponent
approaches to limiting value a at observed point

a ¼ lim
e!0
ðaiÞ. (3)

Parameter a depends on the actual position on the fractal and describes local regularity of the structure. In
the whole structure there usually are many boxes (or points) with the same parameter a. Consequently, the
next step is to find the distribution of this quantity, i.e., to find the function f(a), known as the MF spectrum,
over subsets characterized by a. This function describes the global regularity of observed structure [8–11]. The
MF spectrum can be assumed as the fractal dimension over the subsets characterized by a

f eðaiÞ ¼ �
lnðNeðaiÞÞ

lnðeÞ
, (4)

where Ne(ai) is the number of boxes Si containing particular value of ai. From (4) one can obtain the limiting
value

f ðaÞ ¼ lim
e!0
ðf eðaÞÞ. (5)

The MF spectrum f(a) calculated as above is also known as the Hausdorff dimension of the distribution of a.
Note again that the box-counting is only one of the several possible methods for estimation of the MF
spectrum, but due to its simplicity and fast computing procedure this method is the most frequently used
[10,11]. Irrespective of particular technique for deriving MF quantities a and f(a), they describe both local and
global regularities of the process under investigation. Consequently, MF analysis may be used in a broad class
of signal processing problems, as a robust method for describing and/or extracting some features probably
hidden in large amount of data [10–14].

2.2. Multifractal analysis in digital image processing

Our investigation is addressed to multifractal-based digital image processing. For this purpose it is
necessary to derive some kind of two-dimensional multifractal transform—a procedure enabling bi-directional
mapping of pixel values from input image (original domain) to corresponding values of a and f(a) (transform
domain). By applying such a procedure it is possible to extract pixels (details) belonging to particular image
regions from the multifractal point of view [10].

The classical procedures for finding a and f(a) described by (2)–(5) relate to arbitrary continuous-space
continuous-magnitude functions. Our research is addressed to digital gray-scale images which are
described by two-dimensional real and nonnegative functions of gray, g(x,y), with discrete spatial coordinates
x ¼ m � Dx and y ¼ n � Dy, m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M, n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N, known as pixels, each characterized by discrete
K-level magnitude, gðx; yÞ ¼ gðm; nÞ ¼ k � Dg, k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; ðK21Þ. Discrete space introduces several
limitations and difficulties in determining of the exponent a and, consequently, its distribution f(a). The
basic limitation lies in a discrete nature of box sizes covering the image space—possible size is an integer
multiple of the pixel size.
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Instead of (2), which holds in a continuous space, in a discrete space each pixel may be characterized by a
discrete set of coarse Hölder exponents as

aiðm; nÞ ¼
lnðmiðm; nÞÞ

lnðiÞ
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::, (6)

where miðm; nÞ is the amount of a measure within observed box size e ¼ i. It follows that limiting procedure
given by (3) and/or (5), meaning e! 0, is not possible, since emin ¼ 1. Moreover, a and f(a) are even undefined
if e ¼ emin ¼ 1. Instead, we may use an indirect method for estimating these quantities.

For estimating Hölder exponents we can calculate natural logarithms of measure value, lnðmiðm; nÞÞ, and of
the box size, lnðiÞ, and plot corresponding points in bi-logarithmic diagram lnðmiðm; nÞÞ vs. lnðiÞ. Then, the
limiting value of a(m,n) is estimated as a slope of linear regression line.

After finding values of a we may create an ‘a-image’—a matrix of the same dimension M�N as initial
image but filled by values of a(m,n) with one-by-one correspondence to image pixels. From this matrix the MF
spectrum f(a), also in a matrix form, f ðm; nÞ ¼ f ðaðm; nÞÞ, m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M, n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N, is estimated as
follows. First, continuos Hölder exponents are discretized into R values of ar:

ar ¼ amin þ ðr� 1ÞDar; r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;R. (7a)

We used the uniform division with

Dar ¼ Da ¼ ðamax � aminÞ=R. (7b)

If the actual value of a lies within the subrange r, i.e., if arpaoðar þ DaÞ, it is replaced by ar. Such a-image
is covered by a regular grid of boxes with integer box sizes j ¼ 1; 2,y The boxes containing at least one value
of ar are counted giving the number NjðarÞ. Boxes of different sizes are recursively taken into account and
corresponding Hausdorff measures are calculated for each image pixel according to (4) as1

f jðarÞ ¼ �
ln NjðarÞ

ln ðjÞ
; j ¼ 1; 2; ::. (8)

Finally, from a set of discrete points in bi-logarithmic diagram of ln NjðarÞ vs. � ln ðjÞ, the MF spectrum f(a)
is estimated from linear regression, in similar manner as in case of estimation of a. Procedure is repeated for
whole a-matrix thus obtaining ‘f(a)-image’—a matrix of dimension M�N filled by pixel-wise values of f(a)
with one-by-one correspondence with initial image pixels.

Different measures mi(m,n), may be used for estimating a. Some of the most frequently used measures,
known as capacity measures, are those introduced by Lévy Véhel and Pascal Mignot [10]:

Maximum : miðm; nÞ ¼ max
ðk;lÞ2O

gðk; lÞ, (9a)

Minimum : miðm; nÞ ¼ min
ðk;lÞ2O�

gðk; lÞ, (9b)

Sum : miðm; nÞ ¼
X

ðk;lÞ2O

gðk; lÞ, (9c)

Iso measure : miðm; nÞ ¼ cardfðk; lÞjgðm; nÞ � gðk; lÞ; ðk; lÞ 2 Og, (9d)

as well as measures referred in [12]

Absolute difference : miðm; nÞ ¼ max
ðp;qÞ;ðk;lÞ2O

jgðp; qÞ � gðk; lÞj, (9e)

Central absolute difference : miðm; nÞ ¼ max
ðk;lÞ2O

jgðm; nÞ � gðk; lÞj, (9f)
1The dimension of boxes in (8) is denoted as j, instead of i used in (6), indicating to different domains: i relates to pixel neighborhood in

image domain, while j relates to size of regular grid in a-matrix domain.
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Maximum sum difference : miðm; nÞ ¼
X

ðk;lÞ2O

jgðm; nÞ � gðk; lÞj, (9g)

Modified iso measure : miðm; nÞ ¼ cardfðk; lÞjjgðm; nÞ � gðk; lÞjoT ; ðk; lÞ 2 Og, (9h)

where i is a size of a measure domain around observed pixel (m,n), O is a set of all pixels (k,l) within a measure
domain, O* is a set of all nonzero pixels within a measure domain, g(k,l) is a gray-scale intensity at point (k,l),
T is a threshold. Certainly, different measures lead to different Hölder exponents and may be used to produce
different effects on the processed image. According to our research, we found measures ‘‘Maximum’’ and
‘‘Minimum’’ to be more appropriate for extracting small details, light or dark, respectively. So, these two
measures will be considered further.
2.3. Illustrative examples

We will illustrate the described procedure through the concrete example. Consider a gray-scale image
g(m,n), m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M, n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N, with M ¼ N ¼ 128 (128� 128 pixels) and 8 bits per pixel (bpp), as in
Fig. 1(a). Given image has actual gray levels ranged from 102 to 200. Let us observe an arbitrary pixel, for
instance at position m ¼ 97, n ¼ 78, labeled by a black cross in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(b) the intensity levels of this
pixel (central pixel, gray shaded) and its nearest neighborhood up to i ¼ 5 are given.

Since the multifractal analysis operates with values in the range [0,1], each image pixel is divided by its
maximum value (the value of 200 in this case). The normalized pixel values in observed domain are presented
in Fig. 2. The measure ‘‘Maximum’’ given by (9a) is considered. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2, upper
row. The smallest domain, i ¼ 1, contains only central pixel, labeled as dark gray in Fig. 2, left column. The
measure value in the observed domain is m1(97,78) ¼ 0.79, and its natural logarithm is
ln m1ð97; 78Þ ¼ ln ð0:79Þ ¼ �0:2357. Corresponding point in log-log diagram in Fig. 3(a) is labeled as ‘1’.
Next measure domain, i ¼ 3, consists of light-gray shaded pixels in Fig. 2, central column. Maximal level in
this domain is m3 ¼ 0:91 (dark-shaded pixel in upper row), corresponding natural logarithm is
ln m3ð97; 78Þ ¼ �0:0943, point ‘3’ in Fig. 3(a). The third measure domain (i ¼ 5), Fig. 2, right column,
contains maximum intensity of 0.98 (dark-shaded pixel), hence ln m5ð97; 78Þ ¼ �0:0202, point ‘5’. From those
three points the value of Hölder exponent at given image pixel is estimated as a(97,78) ¼ 0.133, from the slope
of linear regression line.

The use of a measure ‘‘Minimum’’ is illustrated in Fig. 2, lower row, and Fig. 3(b). The characteristic
measure values now are: ln m1ð97; 78Þ ¼ ln ð0:79Þ ¼ �0:2357, ln m3ð97; 78Þ ¼ ln ð0:75Þ ¼ �0:2877,
ln m5ð97; 78Þ ¼ ln ð0:74Þ ¼ �0:3011, and corresponding points 1, 3 and 5 in log–log diagram are depicted in
Fig. 3(b). Since a linear regression line is descending one, the Hölder exponents will be estimated as the
absolute value of the slope, and amounts a(97,78) ¼ 0.0417.
152 150 148 150 154

155 153 150 154 159

163 161 158 163 175

166 163 173 182 190

171 171 187 195 196
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Fig. 1. (a) Gray-scale image of 128� 128 pixels and 8 bpp, and (b) pixel intensities corresponding to cross-labeled pixel g(97,78) and its

closest neighborhood.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the use of measures ‘‘Maximum’’ (upper row) and ‘‘Minimum’’ (lower row) for different measure domains i ¼ 1,

i ¼ 3, and i ¼ 5, light-gray shaded, from left to right. Pixels having maximum/minimum intensity in observed domain are dark-gray

shaded.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of estimation of Hölder exponent a, at given pixel (97,78) from Fig. 1(a), by using measures: (a) ‘‘Maximum’’ and (b)

‘‘Minimum’’.
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After applying the described procedure for a whole image one can obtain Hölder exponents a having one-
by-one correspondence with image pixels. For a given example, values of a are ranged from 0 to 0.1572, by
applying a measure ‘‘Maximum’’, and from 0 to 0.1457, for a measure ‘‘Minimum’’. These a-images are
depicted in Fig. 4. For better visualization, a-values are normalized to a full scale [0,1]. Note that the a-images
derived in these ways enhance just local contrast, irrespectively of the actual level of gray.

Estimation of MF spectrum f(a) is derived according to (7)–(8). The entire range of actual a values is divided
into R ¼ 100 equally sized sub-ranges, and then Hausdorff dimension is calculated for each a sub-range, for
different boxes sized from j ¼ 1 (one ‘a-pixel’) to j ¼ 16. As an example, consider the a-image as in Fig. 4(a),
obtained by using a measure ‘‘Maximum’’, and let us observe its central sub-range a50. ‘Pixels’ from a-image
having the actual values a50paoa51, i.e., belonging to an interval [0.0770,0.0786) in this case, are replaced by
a50 ¼ 0:0770, and displayed as black dots on white surrounding, as in Fig. 5(a). For given box-dimension j, we
count the number of boxes, Nj(a50), covering at least one value of a50. For instance, if j ¼ 16, i.e., if the whole
a-image of 128� 128 pixels is covered with regular grid of 64 boxes, one can obtain N16(a50) ¼ 20 boxes
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Fig. 5. Estimation of f(a) from a-image in Fig. 4(a). (a) Part of a-image, sized 128� 128, containing ‘pixels’ from a50 sub-range (black

dots) is covered by 64 regular boxes sized j ¼ 16. Boxes containing a50 values are gray shaded. (b) Bi-logarithmic diagram for estimating

f(a50). Point corresponding to Fig. 5(a): ln(N16(a50)) and –ln(16) is marked by a circle. Black dots correspond to other box sizes

(j ¼ 1,2,4,6,8,12, and 14) in a50-image domain. The slope of linear regression line estimates the value of f ða50Þ ¼ 0:179.

Fig. 4. (a) a-images derived from original image as in Fig. 1(a), by using measures: (a) ‘‘Maximum’’ and (b) ‘‘Minimum’’. Values of a are

displayed in the full magnitude range [0,1], for better visualization.

Fig. 6. (a) The multifractal spectrum f(a) of an image from Fig. 1(a), derived from a-image in Fig. 4(a) (measure ‘‘Maximum’’), assuming

R ¼ 100 sub-ranges of parameter a. (b) Corresponding ‘f(a) image’. Actual f(a) values are in range [0, 0.859], but for better visualization

image is displayed in the full magnitude range [0,1].

T. Stojić et al. / Physica A 367 (2006) 494–508500
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shaded as gray in Fig. 5(a). The corresponding point with coordinates ½� lnð16Þ; lnð20Þ� is marked by a circle in
bi-logarithmic plot depicted in Fig. 5(b). By repeating this procedure for all different sized boxes (j ¼ 1, 2, 4, 6,
8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 a-pixels) a set of points is obtained as in Fig. 5(b). The box-dimension of a50 sub-range,
i.e., the value of f(a50), is then estimated as a slope of linear regression line and amounts f(a50) ¼ 0.179. After
applying this procedure for all ar sub-ranges, r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;R, the MF spectrum f(a) has been obtained.
Moreover, each image pixel has been described by a pair of (a, f(a)) values. For a given example, the MF
spectrum f(a) and corresponding f(a) image are depicted in Figs. 6(a)–(b).

3. Adaptation of multifractal analysis to segmentation of microcalcifications

Multifractal approach is already used in digital image processing, mainly for texture classification and
segmentation [10–14]. This approach exploites both local regularity of a given measure, described by the
pointwise Hölder exponent a, and the global distribution of the regularity in a whole scene, described by f(a).
By appropriate choice of a pair a and f(a), different features may be recognized, extracted and even classified,
both in geometric and probabilistic sense. However, it must be pointed out that there is not an unique way for
describing an image through a pair (a,f(a)) since the value of a strongly depends on the measure used —see
expressions (9a)–(9h) and examples in previous section. For particular problem, the appropriate measure have
to be choosen. Our goal is to extract microcalcifications in digital mammogram and to investigate possible use
of MF analysis for this purpose. In radiology image the microcalcifications are seen as small (of size 0.1–1mm)
bright and relative smooth surfaces not belonging to surrounding, with small gray-level variation. Sharp
change in gray-level arises just around the edge of microcalcification [16,17]. The presence of this local contrast
is de facto necessary condition for the detection of microcalcifications. The size and shape of
microcalcifications can significantly vary—12 different types of microcalcifications are reported [3]. Moreover,
microcalcifications usually are clustered, with five or more parts each less than 5mm apart. Recognizing
microcalcifications is not easy in many cases. If microcalcifications are located in radiology ‘‘dense’’ tissue,
which strongly reflects X-rays, the contrast between them and surrounding tissue is very low, making their
detection difficult even for skilled radiologists. In addition, the parts of blood vessels or connective tissue can
produce even higher contrast then microcalcifications.

Let us summarize the main features of microcalcifications. They are: (i) small bright parts, (ii) not belonging
to background tissue (rare events), with (iii) relatively high local contrast, having (iv) different size and shape,
and (v) usually clustered.

We have used features (i)–(v), listed above, as guidelines for adaptation of multifractal analysis targeted to
detection and extraction of microcalcifications in radiology images. First, if we had created a MF image with
one-by-one pixel-wise correspondence with an original image, we should be able to select original image pixels
having high a (high local contrast) and low f(a) (rare events). Consequently, MF image may be used for
detecting and extracting microcalcifications, having in mind their features (ii) and (iii). The next question is:
which measure is appropriate?

From feature (i), the measure ‘‘Maximum’’ seems to be adequate for extracting bright details. However,
determination of Hölder exponents depends on the logarithm of normalized measure, m. Having in mind the
plot of logarithmic curve ln(m), it is evident that local contrast expressed by D ln ðmÞ=Dm is very high in the
dark-level domain (low m) and very low in the light-level domain (high m), which is just the opposite to our
Table 1

Comparative values of measures ‘‘Maximum’’ and ‘‘Minimum’’ and their logarithms, for pixel (97,78) of original image as in Fig. 1(a) and

its negative

i 1 3 5 a estimated

ln(i) 0 1.0986 1.6094

mi ¼Maxðgið97; 78ÞÞ 0.79 0.91 0.98

lnmið97; 78Þ �0.2357 �0.094 �0.0202 0.133

mi ¼ minðgnið97; 78ÞÞ 1–0.79 ¼ 0.21 1–0.91 ¼ 0.09 1–0.98 ¼ 0.02

lnmið97; 78Þ �1.5606 �2.4079 �3.912 1.351
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need to enhance small light details. Instead, we suggest to use an inverted (negative) image, described as a
complement of an original image: pixels in negative image have normalized values gnðm; nÞ ¼ 1� gðm; nÞ. In
this way bright anomalies (possible microcalcifications) migrate to dark region being thus under the strong
influence of the ‘‘logarithmic amplifier’’. Consequently, the capacity measure ‘‘Minimum’’, given by (9b),
becomes well suited to describe local image regularity in this domain. This conclusion is easy to approve from
comparative values of measures ‘‘Maximum’’ and ‘‘Minimum’’ and their logarithms, for the same example as
in Fig. 1(a) and its negative, respectively, given in Table 1. From the negative image and a measure
‘‘Minimum’’, the estimated value of a at observed point (97,78) amounts a(97,78) ¼ 1.351 which is more than
10 times greater than corresponding value derived from the measure ‘‘Maximum’’ applied to the same original
image. In general, the effect of ‘‘logarithmic amplifier’’ strongly enhances just small gray-level variations in the
dark zone of inverted image (gn� 0:5). This procedure does not reduce the sensitivity within regions in the
middle gray (gnffi 0:5), while within radiology ‘sparse’ tissue a contrast between microcalcifications and
surrounding tissue is naturally high and it still remains high enough even after the inverting of the image.

By choosing the shape and size of the measure domain used in MF analysis, particular singularity may be
extracted from observed image. In examples described in Section 2.3, square measure domains of different
sizes are used. In our research, considering feature (iv), we found that disk and/or diamond-shaped domains
are well suited to most of microcalcifications.

Finally, as will be presented in Section 4, by additional morphology postprocessing applied to already MF
processed image, only clustered light parts may be extracted satisfying feature (v).

The multifractal spectrum is determined by box-counting method according to (8) as a slope of linear
regression line from a bi-logarithmic plot ln(Nj(a)) vs. �ln(j). Fitting procedure is more accurate if more points
are used. The box sizes may vary from j ¼ 1 (one a pixel) to j ¼ max(M,N) (a whole M�N image). Since our
goal is to favor small singularities, i.e., high-frequency components in a distribution, we used small boxes sized
j ¼ 1 to 16 a-pixels. Namely, by the increasing of the box size the number of the nonempty boxes decreases.
However, if the box size is large enough the number of nonempty boxes may remain unchanged through the
box size increases. Thus, the saturation effect is obtained: points on bi-logarithmic plot stay on horizontal line.
These points significantly reduce the resolution of calculated f(a) values—a slope of linear regression line tends
to zero. On the contrary, by using smaller boxes, the number of nonempty boxes significantly varies with the
box dimension change, preventing saturation and enabling high resolution of estimated f(a) values.

The number of a subranges, denoted as R, also influences the accuracy of multifractal spectrum. Small
number of subranges has an effect of low-frequency filtering, yielding to smooth spectrum but with small
resolution and small ‘‘sharpness’’. Conversely, too much subranges produce saw-toothed (‘‘erratic’’) spectrum,
with more details. In our research, a compromise solution with R ¼ 100 is adopted.
4. Application of multifractal algorithm adapted to segmentation of microcalcifications in digital mammograms

Our research was concentrated to segmentation and visualization of microcalcifications in digital
mammograms, as already noted. The efficiency of the method proposed is verified through referent
mammograms from public domain MiniMIAS database [15]. Mammograms are sized 1024� 1204 pixels with
8 bpp pixel depth, i.e., with gray level from 0 (black) to 255 (white), and with 200 mm spatial resolution. The
mammograms have been reviewed by a consultant radiologist and abnormalities have been identified and
marked. Each individual image contains a set of information: a breast type, type and location of abnormality,
and a radius of circle enclosing the abnormality. We have selected cases with calcifications (25 cases in this
database), from which several interesting examples will be presented here. For better visualization, only a part
(sized 128� 128 or 256� 256 pixels) of whole mammograms, containing regions with approved
microcalcifications, will be examined. For better visualization, all images will be displayed with maximally
enhanced contrast—full normalized level range from 0 (black) to 1 (white). Multifractal quantities, a and f(a),
are calculated from the procedure described in Section 3. Original images were inverted, first, and capacity
measure ‘‘Minimum’’ was used over a diamond-shaped measure domains of sizes 1, 3, and 5 image pixels. The
number of a subranges was R ¼ 100, and the covering box sizes were j ¼ 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 a-
pixels.
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Fig. 7. (a) Original mammogram (1024� 1024 pixels) mdb219.pgm from MiniMIAS database, displaying Medio Lateral view of the left

breast, and (b) its selected part (128� 128 pixels) around clinically approved microcalcifications.

Fig. 8. (a) A MF spectrum of an image from Fig. 7(b) and (b) a image, and (c) corresponding f(a) image. White pixels correspond to high

levels of a and f(a).
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4.1. Radiology easy case

Fig. 7(a) represents full-sized mammogram (1024� 1024 pixels) mdb219.pgm from MiniMIAS database
and its part (128� 128 pixels) around clinically approved microcalcifications (somewhere under the white
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the use of proposed method. (a) and (b): Image details containing possible microcalcifications obtained from f(a)
image by selecting pixels with 0pf ðaÞo0:4, and 0pf ðaÞo0:6, respectively. (c) and (d): Segmentation of regions containing

microcalcifications after morphological postprocessing applied to Figs. 9(a) and (b).

T. Stojić et al. / Physica A 367 (2006) 494–508504
circle) in Fig. 7(b). This case belongs to an ‘‘easy’’ one, since the tissue is radiology sparse and
microcalcifications are visible even for not so skilled radiologist. The MF spectrum f(a) is depicted in
Fig. 8(a), while a and f(a) images are presented in Figs. 8(b) and (c), respectively.

Figs. 8(b) and (c) clearly confirm basic features of microcalcifications: they are small light local tissue
anomalies—parts in a mammogram not belonging to background tissue. In geometrical interpretation, they
are seen as singular sets of points. From the multifractal standpoint they are characterized by both high a and
low f(a) values, because, they represent sharp local changes and rare events. In Fig. 8 the edges of
microcalcifications are represented as white pixels (high values) in an a-image and as black ones (low values) in
f(a) image. Note that in a-image the background is not pure black but, due to nonlinear characteristic of
human visual system, we are not able to distinguish small variations in this dark domain.

Once obtaining a- and f(a) images we can select desired parts from an original image by extracting pixels
having particular values of a and/or f(a). In order to extract microcalcifications we have to choose image pixels
characterized by high values of a and low values of f(a). Referring to Fig. 8(a), if we select image pixels from
desired range of f(a) values, and present them as white points on black background, the MF segmentation of
desired region is possible, as depicted in Figs. 9(a) and (b), for cases 0pf(a)o0.4 and 0pf(a)o0.6,
respectively. Segmented regions cover possible microcalcifications. Since microcalcifications usually are
clustered, we may refine the segmentation by using some postprocessing method. We applied successive
morphological closing and opening procedures [5] to images as in Fig. 9(a)–(b), with a small diamond-shaped
structuring element. By morphological closing (dilation followed by erosion), the holes within an object are
filled, and unlinked contours are connected. Then, by applying opening (erosion followed by dilation), small
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Fig. 10. (a) Original mammogram (1024� 1024 pixels) mdb253.pgm from MiniMIAS database; (b) its selected part (256� 256 pixels)

around clinically approved microcalcifications; (c) segmented details from image in Fig. 10(b) having 0pf ðaÞo0:3, and (d) original image

with superimposed contour lines around detected microcalcifications after morphology postprocessing.

T. Stojić et al. / Physica A 367 (2006) 494–508 505
objects that cannot hold the structuring element (for instance, on the left and bottom from the central part of
an image in Fig. 9(a)), are removed. Finally, the contours of such created objects are superimposed to original
image, as displayed in Figs. 9(c) and (d), strongly indicating to a cluster of microcalcifications. The procedure
described may be performed in an interactive way enabling the physician to find the best result for further
diagnosis.

4.2. Radiology hard case

A mammogram mdb253.pgm from MiniMIAS database is shown in Fig. 10(a). Clinically approved
microcalcifications are located within a small black circle. A part of this mammogram (256� 256 pixels)
around approved microcalcifications is presented in Fig. 10(b). The breast tissue is very dense causing very
poor contrast between anomalies and surrounding tissue. Thus, the visual detection of microcalcifications is
extremely difficult even for skilled radiologists. Image pixels characterized by 0pf(a)o0.3 are presented as
white in Fig. 10(c). From this image, after morphology postprocessing, regions containing possible
microcalcifications are marked by contour lines as in Fig. 10(d). As we can conclude, clinically approved
microcalcifications are highly visible.

4.3. Mammogram with high masking effect caused by background tissue

As a third example, we will observe a mammogram mdb223.pgm from MiniMIAS database as shown in
Fig. 11(a). Clinically approved microcalcifications are located somewhere within small black circles. A part of
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Fig. 11. (a) Original mammogram (1024� 1024 pixels) mdb223.pgm from MiniMIAS database; (b) its selected part (256� 256 pixels)

around clinically approved microcalcifications; (c) segmented details from image in Fig. 11(b) having 0pf ðaÞo0:4, and (d) original image

with superimposed contour lines around possible microcalcifications after morphology postprocessing.

Fig. 12. Multifractal segmentation obtained by using software FracLab and the measure ‘‘Maximum’’: (a) image as in Fig. 10(b) and

f ðaÞo0:3; (b) image as in Fig. 11(b) and f ðaÞo0:4.

T. Stojić et al. / Physica A 367 (2006) 494–508506
this mammogram (256� 256 pixels) around approved microcalcifications is presented in Fig. 11(b).
Microcalcifications are visible for radiologists, but automated selection is not so simple since background
tissue has similar local contrast producing masking effect. However, our algorithm may extract very efficiently
regions containing microcalcifications without affecting background tissue, as shown in Figs. 11(c) and (d).
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4.4. Comparison with ‘classical’ multifractal analysis

The efficiency of the method proposed may be compared to other known multifractal methods. For
instance, let us observe the use of public available software package FracLab [18] applied to the same
examples. The capacity measure ‘‘Maximum’’2 on square-shaped measure domains of sizes 1, 3 and 5 pixels
was applied. For an easy case, as in Fig. 7, the package FracLab gives quite good result in extracting
microcalcifications. But, for radiology harder cases, this software was not so efficient. For instance, let us
observe cases as in Figs. 10(b) and 11(b) and apply the FracLab software. From f(a) images, pixels belonging
to output ranges f ðaÞo0:3 and f ðaÞo0:4, respectively, are displayed as white in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b). Note
that in both cases none of the approved microcalcifications is selected—compare these two images with those
already presented in Figs. 10(c) and 11(c). Instead, a package FracLab extracts parts having high contrast such
as a region on the upper right-hand side in Fig. 10(b) and a borderline between breast and the background, as
depicted on the left-hand side of Fig. 11(b).
5. Conclusions

Our research was addressed to extraction of microcalcifications in digital mammograms. In original image
domain, calcifications are represented by small bright spots not belonging to background tissue, usually in the
form of clusters, and characterized by sharp change of local contrast just at their edges. In multifractal
terminology these features are described both by high values of Hölder exponent a (high local changes) and
low values of its distribution f(a) (rare events in global sense). We introduced several modifications in MF
approach targeted to improve the segmentation of microcalcifications. First, instead of original image we used
negative image and measure ‘‘Minimum’’. In this way, microcalcifications migrate from bright to dark domain
where the effect of ‘logarithmic amplifier’ highly enhances them from surrounding. Furthermore, we
determined parameter a and its distribution f(a) from box-counting procedure as slopes of linear regression
lines fitted through discrete points in corresponding bi-logarithmic diagrams. For estimating parameter a we
used near neighborhood around observed image pixel as a measure domain corresponding to expected
dimension of calcifications. More precisely, since our analysis was tested through mammograms from
MiniMIAS database (characterized by 200 mm spatial resolution), we used box sized i ¼ 1, 3, and 5 pixels (i.e.,
0.2, 0.6 and 1.0mm). The shape of a measure domain is adjusted to more evident microcalcification types: disk
and/or diamond ones. For estimating f(a) from a-image we used small boxes sized from j ¼ 1 to16 ‘pixels’,
since local changes (or high-frequency components) of this parameter are relevant for microcalcifications
extraction. From these modifications, a multifractal analysis is adapted to enhance small contrast changes
permitting very good detection of calcifications even in radiology dense tissue when classical visual detection
and/or image processing algorithms fall down. Objects extracted in this way are not only microcalcifications
but also other small bright details including a noise, film failure and/or other artifacts. By introducing
morphological post-processing we may both remove details not belonging to the tissue anomalies (for
example, film emulsion artifacts) and select regions containing clusters with possible microcalcifications.

Note that the calculation of multifractal spectrum is slightly time consuming, particularly for large images.
However, after obtaining multifractal image a radiologist has the freedom to change the level of segmentation
in interactive way, by setting the range of f(a) values, and to find regions which may contain
microcalcifications. The efficiency of proposed method was tested through public domain mammograms
from MiniMIAS [15] database. In all cases the method successfully found declared microcalcifications even in
radiology ‘‘dense’’ images where they are highly invisible within the background tissue.
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